Ice Cream Cozy

Instructional Video: > https://youtu.be/gnbalvK3fS0
While this is a free pattern please consider donating to help support my channel
by clicking this link and buy me a coffee or two. Your generosity is very much appreciated.
https://www.buymeacoffee.com/Darvanalee
Important *** Use 100% Cotton Fabric Batting, including bobbin and top thread.
What you will need.
2 - 10 inch squares of 100% cotton Fabric
2 - 10 inch Squares of 100 % Cotton Batting
General sewing supplies - scissors, pins, wonder clips etc.
Quilting Ruler
Iron and Ironing pad/board
Sewing machine

Step 1.
Take a frixion pen and mark a line from corner to corner. Then place the fabric onto the
batting and pin it in place. Lengthen your stitch length on your machine to 3.5mm and sew
corner to corner on the lines you marked in both directions. Once sewn, remove pins and press
to remove the frixion pen lines.

2. Next, take your squares and fold them in half, the right
sides touching.
Next, we will make the darts; with the fold toward you, make
a mark at
2¾-inch; on the fold next, on the raw edge, make a mark at
2-inch, then join the dots with a line. Repeat for the opposite
side and the other 10-inch square. Head to the sewing
machine and sew on the lines your just marked, and remember
to back stitch at the start and end of the line. Now trim off
your darts approx ¼-inch away from your stitching.
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3. Now that you have created the darts on one side, you need to repeat the above process for
the other side; open up your fabric and fold so the newly created darts from step three are not
facing each other and clip in place. With the fold facing, you make a mark at 2¾-inch on the fold
next; on the raw edge, make a mark at 2-inch, then join the dots with a line. Repeat for the opposite side and the other 10-inch square. Head to the sewing machine and sew on the lines your
just marked, and remember to back stitch at the start and end of the line.

4. Next, take your two pieces and insert one into the other with the pretty side of the fabric
touching, aline all your raw edges and clip into place, including the darts. Leave an opening on one
of the straight edges, but ensure you are a ¼-inch away from a corner or a dart.
**See the video for tips and tricks on this.** head to the sewing machine and use a ¼-inch
seam allowance stitch round; remember to back stitch at the opening, turn right side out and
press.

5. Now that you have preassed your ice cream cozy, head to the sewing machine and use a ⅛-inch
seam allowance top-stitch round to close up your opening. ** Only back stitch at the end **

Tada - Your ice cream cozy is now ready to use.
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